
Students in LCPS & Algonkian have access to multiple online tools to assist & enhance their learning at home. 
We encourage you to investigate all the options in LCPS GO (http://go.lcps.org ). LCPS GO works best on the 
Chrome browser, with the Classlink Extension. Below are some  highlights of links with an auto login feature & 
some without the auto login feature.  
 

 

 

Inside the MATH box, you will find the app for DREAMBOX. Dreambox Math is an 
adaptive math program. Students can work at their own pace, at their own level. At times, 
students may have a teacher created assignment within Dreambox.  
 
Dreambox is also accessible on the ipad. Click here to find more information on how to 
download the Dreambox app for the ipad: 
https://support.dreambox.com/s/article/Downloading-or-Updating-the-DreamBox-Math-i
Pad-App 
 
*Students should use the teacher code and login information provided by the teacher, if 
you are not using the auto login feature in LCPS GO. 

 

Reflex Math is Individualized online game-based math fact fluency practice. Students will 
use the teacher’s username, then select their own name from the class list. Passwords 
are birthdays in the MMDD format. Students are encouraged to complete 3-5 lessons 
throughout the week, until they receive a greenlight each time.  
* Reflex Math is NOT an auto login link. 

 

 

 

Coding Box: 
 
Code.org-a non-profit organization that aims to encourage people, particularly school 
students in the United States, to learn computer science. Teachers can register students 
to complete a course. This is an auto login website, when used with LCPS GO. 
 
Scratch-an online community where children can program and share interactive media 
such as stories, games, and animation with people from all over the world. As children 
create with Scratch, they learn to think creatively, work collaboratively, and reason 
systematically. Scratch is designed especially for young people ages 8 to 16, but people 
of all ages create and share with Scratch. Younger children may want to try ScratchJr, a 
simplified version of Scratch designed for ages 5 to 7. Learn more by clicking here: 
https://scratch.mit.edu/parents *Parents can create accounts for their student/s. 
 

 

 

 

Library Resources Box: Multiple research & multimedia resources are in this box, using 
the auto login feature of LCPS GO. 
 
BrainPop & BrainPop Jr.-is an essential engagement tool that allows both students and 
teachers to be involved in the learning process." "BrainPOP has really evolved by 
increasing the depth of knowledge needed to answer quiz questions, and playful 
assessments that allow students to explain their reasoning while playing a game. 
 
TumbleBooks-are created by taking existing picture books, adding animation, sound, 
music, and narration to produce an electronic picture book which children can read, or 
have read to them. Each story comes with puzzles and games geared to ensure reading 
comprehension. This is an auto login link from LCPS GO. 
 

http://go.lcps.org/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/classlink-oneclick-extens/jgfbgkjjlonelmpenhpfeeljjlcgnkpe
https://support.dreambox.com/s/article/Downloading-or-Updating-the-DreamBox-Math-iPad-App
https://support.dreambox.com/s/article/Downloading-or-Updating-the-DreamBox-Math-iPad-App
https://www.scratchjr.org/
https://scratch.mit.edu/parents


 

MackinVIA- Students can virtually check out & read books from our school library. This is 
an auto login link from LCPS GO. 

 

Safari Montage-is an online service providing educational videos for use both in and out 
of the classroom. Students have access through LCPS GO, with their usual login. 
This is an auto login website through LCPS GO. 

 

Wixie- is a publishing and creativity platform that lets students share what they know 
through their art, their voice, and their writing. Student work is done in and stored in the 
cloud making it easy to access and share from different locations and devices. This is an 
auto login website through LCPS GO. 

 

ABCYa-provides over 400 fun and educational games for grades PreK through 6. No 
login is needed.  

 

Starfall- is a children's website that teaches basic English reading and writing skills, as 
well as basic math skills. Interest level: PK-3 
No login is needed.  
 

 

Raz-Kids- Online guided reading program with interactive ebooks, downloadable books, 
and reading quizzes. Only select classes have subscriptions. Students will need a login 
from teachers. 

 

Be Internet Awesome!-Helping kids be safe, confident explorers of the online world. To 
make the most of the Internet, kids need to be prepared to make smart decisions. Be 
Internet Awesome teaches kids the fundamentals of digital citizenship and safety so they 
can explore the online world with confidence. No login is needed.  

 

Discovery Education - Inspires educators to go beyond traditional learning with 
award-winning digital content and professional development. Collections of digital content that 
brings the outside real world to the students.Discovery learning takes place in problem 
solving situations where the learner draws on his own experience and prior knowledge and is 
a method of instruction through which students interact with their environment by exploring 
and manipulating objects, wrestling with questions and controversies, or performing 
experiments. 

 


